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Abstract

Next-Generation Re-Entry Aerothermodynamic
Modeling of Space Debris Using Machine Learning
Nicholas Sia

The number of resident space objects re-entering the atmosphere is expected to rise with
increased space activity over recent years and future projections. Predicting the survival and
impact location of the medium to large sized re-entering objects becomes important as they
can cause on ground casualties and damage to property. Uncertainties associated with the
re-entry process makes necessary a probabilistic approach, which can be computationally
expensive when using high-fidelity numerical methods for estimating aerothermodynamic
properties. To date, object-oriented analysis is the dominant tool used for atmospheric reentry modeling and simulation, where aerothermodynamic coefficients are used to determine
the risk a re-entering object poses to the ground through the use of analytical formulations.
Closed form solutions are limited to convex objects in the free molecular and continuum
flow regime as well as stagnation point estimates. In the transition regime (75-150 km),
a combination of bridging and shape functions are used for the different primitive objects.
In this work, the power of deep learning is used to develop next-generation models for
the aerothermodynamic modeling (drag coefficient and full body heating distributions) in
the transition flow regime for both convex and concave primitive shapes (sphere, cube,
and cylinder). The increasing Low-Earth Orbit population puts more stress on NASA’s
recommended allowable ground risks and makes this a timely contribution.

Dedication

For my recently-passed grandfather, who showed us that a little hard work and elbow grease
can get you pretty far in life.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1

Motivation

Atmospheric re-entry analysis is a critical component to mission planning in order to ensure
that the end of a spacecraft’s mission is properly planned. Specifically, it is of upmost importance to ensure that any re-entering spacecraft or debris pose minimal threats to civilians,
buildings, or populated areas on the ground. As the volume of spacecraft and other space
assets in the LEO environment increases, it is expected that space will be considerably more
crowded in the next decade and beyond. Per requirements and recommendations outlined by
NASA’s ODPO to mitigate further pollution of the space environment, satellites are recommended to re-enter Earth’s atmosphere within 25 years of the end of its life. Upon re-entry,
spacecraft must not pose a greater than 1:10,000 risk of striking any significant objects or
causing any civilian casualties on the ground [1].
To date, the predominant analysis tools for re-entry assessment are object-oriented
codes such as NASA’s ORSAT [2], CNES’s DEBRISK [3], and ESA’s DRAMA [4]. These
tools assume a trajectory in which a spacecraft will fragment into multiple shape primitives
at a certain altitude, and the following risk analysis is performed on these simple objects
[7]. Conversely, spacecraft-oriented tools such as ESA’s SCARAB [8], CNES’s PAMPERO
[9], ONERA’s FAST/MUSIC [10] simulate the entire spacecraft until demise to determine
its risk[11]. Both types of tools determine drag and heating coefficients for risk assessment
1
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through the use of semi-empirical and analytical formulations. For finite nose radius objects
such as a sphere, closed form solutions exist for stagnation point heating [12] [13] [14]. The
opposite is true for nonconvex shapes such as cubes, cylinders, and other objects with sharp
edges. For these geometries, some sort of estimation is achieved with the use of shape factors
or bridging functions [7]. These models are quickly evaluated, but offer low fidelity and do
not offer the ability to determine the uncertainties associated with the predictions.
High-fidelity numerical tools such as DSMC codes can provide estimates for aerodynamic coefficients and heating distributions given certain flow conditions. The main drawback to these tools is computational expense (where analytical formulations excel): the computational resources needed to numerically solve particle motion and surface interactions
scales exponentially with increasing atmospheric density [15].
Re-entry flow is typically classified into one of three flow regimes: Continuum, transition, and free molecular [16]. The bounds of each flow regime are characterized by a specific
Knudsen Number, which defines the kinetic distance between gas particles compared to some
characteristic length [17]. In free molecular flow, the Knudsen Number is sufficiently high
enough such that intermolecular collisions are improbable. In this flow regime, where heating is not much of a concern, it is possible to use high-fidelity techniques such as DSMC
with full-scale spacecraft geometries with a relatively small amount computational expense;
however, real-time or probabilistic applications are still not feasible with DSMC for freemolecular flow. While transition flow generally corresponds to a denser accumulation of gas
particles, DSMC is still valid here, albeit requiring more computational resources; however,
in the continuum flow regime, intermolecular collisions are constantly happening due to the
density of particles in any flow field. For this reason, DSMC starts to become impractical
due to the sheer amount of computational resources required. At altitudes where the flow
can be classified in the continuum regime, heating is at its highest and the use of CFD is
2
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required. For intensive cases such as those relating to the flows in the lower thermosphere
(Approximately 90km), simulation times with DSMC vary from a few days to a few weeks,
depending on available computational resources. This makes uncertainty quantification and
establishing a probabilistic casualty risk area in a practical timeframe highly unlikely.
However, a tradeoff can be reached through machine learning techniques. Given a set
sample size of heat flux distributions, a deep learning architecture, such as a fully connected
or convolutional neural network, can be trained to produce full-detail solutions on a given
set of inputs such as atmospheric state and object attitude. This enables accurate emulation
of the numerical solutions for a given set of flow conditions that can be produced almost
instantly. With this robust framework, re-entry computations can be completed quickly while
maintaining the same fidelity as numerical methods, thereby making possible probabilistic
analyses through a large number of ensemble runs.

1.2

Objective of Study

The overall proposed goal of this project is to demonstrate the use of modern, open-source
deep learning techniques to predict aerothermodynamic responses of shape primitives in
re-entry flow. Specifically, it is proposed that these models address:

• Non-uniform aerothermal heating on the surface of non-convex shape primitives
• Elimination of exponentially scaling computational resources needed for low-transition
to continuum flows
• The combination of deep learning models with open-source re-entry analysis tools to
create a robust framework that can accurately predict heating based on visible area
3
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• The possibility of uncertainty quantification and likelihood analysis which has been
largely impossible
• Creation of transition-regime functions that do not require shape factors or analytical
formulations with poorly defined error quantification

4

Chapter 2
Literature Review and Background
As mentioned previously, three avenues exist for aerothermodyanmic modeling: objectoriented tools, spacecraft-oriented tools, and numerical simulations. Object oriented tools
perform analysis on critical parts (modeled as simple shapes) of the re-entering spacecraft
that may survive the initial demise event whereas spacecraft-oriented tools analyze the entire
spacecraft from the re-entry sequence to the demise and subsequent risk analysis of surviving
objects. Both these tools make use of analytical models for drag and heating coeffcient which
reduces computational load; however, these tools are low fidelity and only closed-form solutions exist in the free molecular and continuum flow regimes for convex objects. Otherwise,
bridging functions and fudge factors are used in the transition flow regime and for other
shapes [7]. Numerical codes such as DSMC remain the gold standard as they are generally
considered to provide the highest-fidelity results in producing drag and heating assessments.
Computational expense is currently the main barrier preventing DSMC from widespread use,
thus the need for a more efficient high-fidelity model is born.
Currently, the main issue that still exists within aerothermodynamic modeling is the
computational expense required. Simulation methodologies such as DSMC, which stochastically models gas particle collisions to simulate rarefied gas flows, require the use of highperformance computing clusters [15]. Specifically, in areas of the atmosphere that fall within
the free molecular regime, the atmospheric density is sparse enough that the simulation grid
is not fine enough to require large simulation times. Significant efforts have led to notewor5
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thy improvements in our ability to modeling heating distributions; however, a lot remains
to be achieved, especially for non-convex objects such as cubes and cylinders [12]. These
numerical methods can be accurate but require a significant amount of computing resources.
Work by Mehta et. al provides a machine learning model for satellite drag coefficients [19].
A similar framework can be used, but will need to be expanded to be able to produce a full
spatial distribution over the object rather than a singular value.

2.1

Object Oriented Analysis

Object oriented tools perform aerothermodynamic analysis on components of a spacecraft
with shape primitives as an approximation of these parts [7]. A key component to object
oriented analysis is an assumption of a certain demise altitude (usually 75km), in which the
spacecraft is expected to decompose into individual objects with shape primitives. Due to
this decomposition, a simplifying assumption is made where only critical elements of the
spacecraft need to be analyzed as compared to the entire body reducing the computational
complexity of the simulation. For each critical part, aerothermodynamic analysis is performed, and if the heat experienced by the object exceeds the critical heating, then the
object will demise. If not, the object will survive the heat of atmospheric re-entry. Figure
2.1 shows a typical re-entry path, where object oriented analysis is conducted after the initial
breakup.
Typically at the start of analysis, the appropriate shape primitives are chosen to represent critical parts of the spacecraft. With each shape, thermodynamic properties such
as mass and material are assigned for the simulation. Then, these objects are propagated
along their respective re-entry paths to determine survivability for each component. This is
typically determined by comparing the thermal load experienced versus the heat of ablation.
6
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Figure 2.1: Re-entry Path [7]
If an object survives (thermal load is not greater than heat of ablation), a ground impact
footprint (risk area) for that object is assessed. If not (thermal load is greater than heat of
ablation), the object is considered to demise completely and not cause any threats to assets
on the ground. This process is repeated for each object until the simulation is complete.
Figure 2.2 summarizes this approach.

2.1.1

ORSAT/DAS

The most popular object oriented tool available is NASA’s ORSAT , which includes four
different shape primitives: sphere, cylinder, flat plate and a cube [7]. In the propagation
of these objects downrange, a 3-DOF ballistic model is commonly used. Attitude dynamics
are not directly solved for tumbling objects but are instead included as predefined configuration as shown in Table 2.1. For non-tumbling objects, aerothermodynamic properties are
computed analytically; however, much of the actual formulations used in ORSAT are proprietary and are not available to the public. For tumbling objects, shape factors are used in
conjunction with the analytical predictions for non-tumbling shapes [21]. For ablation mod7
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Figure 2.2: Object Oriented Simulation Process

eling, ORSAT considers two approaches: the lumped mass (zero-dimensional) approach, and
the one-dimensional heat conduction approach [20]. The lumped mass approach does not
consider temperature distributions or melting rates of an object. This allows the simplification of predicting ablation as it treats each object as a singular node. Conversely, the heat
conduction approach solves the heat conduction equation allowing object partial melting to
be modeled.
Another popular tool used by NASA is the Debris Assessment Software (DAS). Meant
to be a quick-to-evaluate tool, DAS functions in a very similar way to ORSAT in its evaluation of debris risk. The main output of a full re-entry risk assessment with DAS is the risk
area projected by the surviving debris. The total casualty area is calculated as:
8
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Table 2.1: Shapes Available in ORSAT
Shape
Sphere

Configurations
Spinning
Not Spinning

Cube

Head-on flow
Tumbling

Cylinder

Broadside, Spinning
Random Tumbling and Spinning
Ram-Face and Spinning
End-over-end Tumbling and Spinning

Flat Plate

Head-on flow
Tumbling

Ac =

∑(
√ )2
0.6 + Ai

(2.1)

i

Under this formulation, the casualty area as outlined by NASA safety standards should
not exceed 8m2 [1]. DAS is meant to be used as a first risk assessment; according to NASA
safety standards, if the casualty area is not acceptable, more accurate methods should be
used (ORSAT).

2.1.2

DEBRISK

Aside from ORSAT/DAS, object oriented tools developed by other countries/agencies exist.
One is DEBRISK created by CNES, which was developed in response to an act from French
9
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Parliament dictating that satellite manufacturers must consider possible risks posed from
end-of-life operations for reentering space assets [22]. DEBRISK functions much of the same
way other object oriented tools do, implementing very similar engineering models akin to
those used in ORSAT and other codes. One area in which DEBRISK differs is its ability
to dynamically update the size of the object in its ablation modeling. Typically, a check is
completed to determine if the aerothermal heating experienced exceeds the threshold for the
material and object. If the heating exceeds the critical threshold, then the object demises;
but, DEBRISK further models the rate of ablation to dynamically update the mass and size
of each object along the propagation of its trajectory before completing the simulation.
Recent work by Annaloro et. al expands DEBRISK’s capabilities into aerothermodynamic modeling for complex shapes including hollow shape primitives [3]. Rather than utilize
analytical formulations, the update makes use of database of CFD simulations to interpolate
the drag force and the convective heat flux based on the definition of the shape. So far, the
update is only for the continuum flow regime, as work in the transition and free-molecular
flow regimes are subject of ongoing work.

2.1.3

SARA

The final commonly used re-entry tool is SARA which was developed by ESA in response to
the European Code of Conduct for Space Debris Mitigation [4]. SARA is a piece of software
that independently operates as part of ESA’s greater re-entry risk tool suite, DRAMA. SARA
operates in a very similar fashion to DAS and is meant to be used in conjunction with the
other tools available in DRAMA.
10
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2.1.4

FOSTRAD

A recently-developed tool by the University of Strathclyde is FOSTRAD which performs
object oriented analysis using the equations shown in Section 2.3 [5] [6]. FOSTRAD makes
use of a panel method in which heating distributions are calculated on individual mesh
elements that compose a 3D Geometry. To simplify calculations, only mesh elements that
are visible to the flow are considered for each point in the objects trajectory. The propagator
that models the movement of the object along the re-entry corridor is similar to the 3-DOF
model seen in other object oriented tools.

2.2

Spacecraft Oriented Analysis

Aside from object-oriented tools, spacecraft-oriented tools exist to provide what is generally
considered a more accurate and complete analysis of a spacecraft from the start of the
re-entry sequence to the demise of individual components. The main difference comes in
what is specifically modeled and analyzed in these simulations: in object-oriented codes,
aerothermodynamic properties of individual components of spacecraft are analyzed (in the
form of shape primitives). In spacecraft-oriented codes, the complete spacecraft assembly
is modeled as a collection of shape primitives. While this offers a more realistic analysis of
a reentering spacecraft, the computational expense is significantly higher due to the detail
required to accurately capture the features of the spacecraft. These codes make use of the
panel method, similar to what is used in FOSTRAD, where aerothermodynamic properties
are a function of the position of individual mesh elements in the 3D model of the desired
spacecraft. For example, in modeling the BeppoSAX Satellite for use in spacecraft oriented
analysis, 859 primitives were used which translated to 177,708 surface panels and 72,548
volume panels. Computing drag and heating values for each panel at each timestep along
11
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its trajectory across the re-entry corridor becomes computationally demanding and complex
[24] . Noteworthy improvements, specifically the pixelator developed by Mehta et.al [56], can
lead to improvements in reducing computational expense of the geometries modeled during
analysis but matching the efficiency of object oriented analysis has proved to be difficult.
Despite the increase in complexity and differences in modeling, spacecraft oriented
analysis functions much of the same way that object oriented analysis does. Fragments of the
spacecraft are analyzed along the re-entry trajectory to determine if the spacecraft completely
demises and if not, what portions will survive; however, what makes spacecraft-oriented
analysis unique is that the spacecraft is wholly modeled to be as accurate to the overall
geometry as possible. Then, along the trajectory, the fragmentation analysis is performed
to determine when the demise of the spacecraft will start to occur. Once the fragmentation
analysis is complete, each fragment is aerothermodynamically analyzed for demise. These
types of codes are much more detailed in their analysis as the entire re-entry process is
modeled with minimal assumptions for greater amounts of accuracy. In object-oriented tools,
a breakup altitude is assumed and each primitive is analyzed according to a 3-DOF model. In
spacecraft-oriented modeling, a breakup altitude is determined by dynamically calculating
the thermal and mechanical loading on the spacecraft along the re-entry trajectory. In
modeling the trajectory, a 6-DOF model is used to include the attitude of the spacecraft
during the simulation. Furthermore, the thermal and mechanical load calculations utilize a
local approach and determine aerothermodynamic properties for each mesh element of the
spacecraft model. Figure 2.3 summarizes the simulation methodology taken.
To date, three spacecraft-oriented codes are known to exist: [25]

• SCARAB
• FAST/MUSIC
12
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• PAMPERO

Figure 2.3: Spacecraft Oriented Simulation Process

2.2.1

SCARAB

SCARAB is a spacecraft-oriented software developed by ESA that allows researchers to
examine the mechanical and thermal destruction of spacecraft and other objects during reentry [8]. It makes use of a 6-DOF model that performs risk assessments. SCARAB has been
validated with in-flight measurements, re-entry observations and wind tunnel experiments
[25].
13
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FAST/MUSIC

ONERA has been developing 6-DOF FAST/MUSIC since 2006 to compute the atmospheric
re-entry of controlled and uncontrolled objects such as space debris, asteroids, and vehicles
(multi-object modeling is allowed). The GNC code MUSIC is combined with the aerothermodynamic code FAST [23]. The trajectory of fragments is calculated using a Runge-Kutta
scheme or a fourth order predictor-corrector system to numerically integrate the 3 or 6 degrees of freedom equations of motion. FAST/MUSIC has been compared to experimental
data, numerical (CFD/DSMC) data, as well as other spacecraft-oriented codes for a variety
of geometric shapes encountered.

2.2.3

PAMPERO

PAMPERO is a spacecraft-oriented tool developed by CNES in 2013. The conventional
Runge-Kutta method is used to integrate the object’s trajectory and attitude (6-DOF) [9].
For each of the three flow regimes, local pressure and friction coefficients may be computed
(i.e free molecular, transitional and continuum). Analytical formulas are used to predict the
convective heat flux at the stagnation point with correlations generated from CFD/DSMC
simulations. The convective heat flux computation is done all around the object using an
empirical function that is based on the curvature radius and local pressure. In order to
accommodate the transitional regime, bridging functions are required. The losses of radiant
heat fluxes from the wall item are also calculated; however, the shock layer’s radiation is
not considered. The diffusion heat fluxes on the surface and inside the object are calculated
using a 3D thermal module. Additionally, an ablation model has been implemented.
14
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2.3

Analytical Models

As mentioned above, analytical formulations are used in aerothermodynamic analysis within
both spacecraft-oriented and object-oriented codes. Analytical re-entry models offer advantages over numerical simulations in the fact that they are extremely fast to evaluate; however,
the downfall comes in the existence of closed form solutions. As mentioned above, re-entry
flow is characterized in three different regimes: free-molecular, transition, and continuum
flow. The bounds for each regime is dictated by a dimensionless parameter known as the
Knudsen Number, calculated as:

λ
L

(2.2)

RT
2πd2 NA P

(2.3)

Kn =
Where,

λ= √

Free molecular flow corresponds to portions of the atmosphere where Kn > 1, continuum flow corresponds to Kn < 0.01, and transition flow refers to the region whose Knudsen
Numbers fall in between. There are no hard boundaries in defining flow regimes as these are
typically assumed. Figure 2.4 shows the assumed bounds for each flow regime, highlighting
the regime of focus for this work.

Figure 2.4: Flow Regimes with Corresponding Knudsen Numbers
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2.3.1

Aerodynamic Modeling

For all shapes, closed form equations for drag exist in the free molecular and continuum
flow regime as a function of the shear and pressure coefficients. In free molecular flow,
the aerodynamic contribution (drag coefficient) is developed from Schaaf and Chambre’s
analytical model [26].
[(
)
√
2
2 − σN
1
σN Tw
√ s sin θ +
CP = 2
e−(s sin θ) +
s
2
T∞
π
{
}
]
√
(
)
1
σN πTw
2
(2 − σN ) (s sin θ) +
+
s sin θ (1 + erf (s sin θ))
2
2
T∞

(2.4)

]
σT cos θ [ −(s sin θ2 ) √
Cτ = − √
e
+ πs sin θ (1 + erf (s sin θ)
s π

(2.5)

CD = CP + Cτ

(2.6)

For aerodynamics in the continuum regime, Modified Newtonian Theory is used to
determine the pressure coefficient as a function of the local flow inclination angle [29]:

Cp = Cp,max sin2 θ

(2.7)

In this regime, the shear contribution is assumed to be negligible, making the drag
coefficient equal to the pressure coefficient.
For drag modeling in the transition regime, a bridging function for each force coefficient
developed by Wilmoth is used for both pressure and shear contributions [31]:
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CX,trans = CX,c + (CX,F M − CX,c ) sin (π (a + b log10 (Kn)))2

(2.8)

Where a and b correspond to the upper and lower bounds of the transition flow as
dictated by Knudsen Number, as such the values of these constants are as follows:

a=1
b = 0.01

2.3.2

Thermal Modeling

In the free molecular and continuum flow regimes, closed form heating solutions for heating
only exist for finite-nose radius shapes, such as a sphere. For sharp-edged shapes such as
flat plates, cubes, cylinders, etc., no closed form solutions exist. Instead, bridging functions
and shape factors are used in attempts to approximate thermodynamic properties of these
shapes as a function of existing closed form solutions. For a sphere in Free Molecular flow,
the heat transfer on a sphere can be calculated as:
[{
}
αt ρ∞ V3
γ
γ + 1 Tw
2
√
Q=
s +
−
γ − 1 2γ − 1 T∞
4s3 π
} 1 2 2 ]
{ 2 2
√
−s sin θ
e
+ πs sin θ [1 + erf (s sin θ)] − e−s sin θ
2

(2.9)

Where s is defined as:

s= √

V∞
2RT∞

(2.10)

In continuum flow, aerothermal heating can be approximated in one of four ways.
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One is the Detra-Kemp-Riddell formulation which is used in ESA’s spacecraft oriented code
SCARAB [27].

10.6 × 107
√
Q=
Rn

√

ρ
ρ0

(

V
V0

)3.15
(2.11)

Fay-Riddell carried out a study accounting for the dissociation effects. Under the
assumptions of a laminar boundary layer, equilibrium flow, constant Prandtl number (Pr)
value of 0.71, constant Lewis number (Le) of 1, and a catalytic wall, the relation is given as
[13]:
√(
0.1

Q = 0.94 (ρw µw )

0.4

(ρs µs )

(hs − hw )

due
dx

)
(2.12)
s

Where the last term is the velocity gradient at the stagnation point of the wall:
√(

due
dx

√

)
=
s

1
rN

2 (ps − p)
ρs

(2.13)

Van Driest further simplified this equation since properties at the surface of the object
are often difficult to approximate [14]:
√(
0.4

Q = 0.94 (ρs µs )

(hs − hw )

due
dx

)
(2.14)
s

Sutton-Graves also developed another formulation for stagnation point heating that
can be used on either Mars or Earth, depending on the planetary constant, k [28]:
√(
Qs = k

18

)
ρ
V3
Rn

(2.15)
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Where, for Earth’s atmosphere:
kp = 1.7415 × 10−4

While closed form solutions for finite nose radius objects exist in the continuum and
free-molecular flow regime as shown above, no such solutions exist in the transition regime.
Bridging functions have historically been used to approximate heating and drag coefficients
in this regime. For heating, a formula developed by Legge which is a function of both free
molecular and continuum stagnation heating is used [30]:

Qs,cont
)2
(
Qs,cont
1+ Q
s ,F M

Qs,trans = √

(2.16)

In each flow regime, the equations presented are only to determine the stagnation
point heating for finite nose radius shapes. To produce a whole distribution, a function was
developed for use in FOSTRAD that maps a heating surface distribution according to the
local flow inclination angle [12]:

Q (θ) = Qs (0.1 + 0.9 cos θ)

(2.17)

In terms of modeling full heating distributions, Eq. 2.9 and Eq. 2.17 offer closed form
solutions as the mapping across the surface is a function of a local flow inclination angle;
however, for sharp edged objects, the effects of flow separation due to hypersonic shockwaves
must be considered. In curved objects with a defined nose radius, no such separation occurs.
For other objects, flow separation causes significantly higher heating at corners and edges
causing those portions of space debris to melt and demise first. This is illustrated in Figure
2.5 where the areas of concentrated heating can be seen at the corners and edges of the cube.
19
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Figure 2.5: Comparison of Heating Distributions on Convex and non-Convex Shapes

Mehta et.al [12] attempted to model the surface distribution on a cube and cylinder
assuming no attitude variations are present. Under this simplification along with the assumption that heating is perfectly symmetrical on the face directly impacted by the flow, a
simple model is defined as a function of coordinate points on the face of the object shown in
Figure 2.6.

Figure 2.6: Coordinate Definitions for Surface Model for Heating Distributions [12]

The heating at any arbitrary point is then given as:
20
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ChY,Z =

√
2
2
Ch,Y
+ Ch,Z

(2.18)

Where Ch is calculated by the following equation

Ch =

2.4

2Q
ρ∞ V∞3

(2.19)

Direct Simulation Monte Carlo

DSMC is a numerical technique that is commonly used to model rarefied gas flows for finite
Knudsen Numbers. Developed by G. Bird, the technique uses a stochastic simulation to
probabilistically solve the Boltzmann Equation and model particle motion and interactions
within a given simulation domain [32]. The particles in the simulation are representative of
a group of “real” particles (most often defined as a ratio of real-to-simulated particles) and
their motions with respective intermolecular, surface, and boundary reactions are modeled
as a function of time. Flow properties such as temperature, density, and velocity are sampled
from the particle state on a macroscopic scale over a set amount of timesteps [33].
DSMC is unique compared to most commercial CFD tools as it utilizes a Lagrangian
approach and models the trajectory of each representative particle in the flow whereas CFD
takes a Eularian approach and models flow within a given control volume [35]. Furthermore,
as mentioned above, DSMC uses a Monte-Carlo simulation to probabilistically solve the
Boltzmann equation as compared to CFD where the Navier Stokes equation is solved by
some finite-discretization scheme [36].
Within DSMC, the following parameters must be defined for the simulation:
21
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• Boundary conditions
• Simulation domain bounds in all three directions (bounding box)
• Cells in each direction
• Flow Density and real-to-simulated particle ratio
• Chemical species present in mixture with respective mole fractions
• Flow temperature and flow velocity
• Geometry to be used in the simulation
• Surface temperature of object
• Timestep size and amount of timesteps for which the simulation spans

The boundary conditions for DSMC simulations pertaining to atmospheric re-entry
flow are set to be open, allowing particles to freely exit and enter the entire domain in all
directions. As for the bounds, the space containing the geometry must be sufficiently large
enough so that pertinent flow phenomena such as the presence of a supersonic shockwave
can be completely captured and modeled. The amount of cells in each direction is typically
uniform as it is set to be at least half of the mean free path of the mixture:

l<

λ
2

(2.20)

Within each cell, the amount of particles present must be enough such that flow states
can be accurately sampled. It is generally best practice that the amount of particles per cell
is anywhere from 5-10, and the ratio of real-to simulated particles is defined as:
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fnum =

n
2

(2.21)

To ensure temporal independence, the timestep is defined such that each particle moves
through at most a single cell within a given timestep. As such, it is an indirect function of
the flow density and velocity:

∆t ≤

λ
V∞

(2.22)

In turn, the duration of the simulation is set by the user such that the sampling of the
flow within the simulation has completely converged without large variation in flow state
which is highly dependent on the complexity of the simulation and flow density/velocity.
A summary of the DSMC simulation process can be seen in Figure 2.7. At the beginning of the simulation, the bounding box as well as the individual cells within the domain are
first created and indexed. Next, the particles according to the given density are initialized
in the cell network with their initial velocities and positions. Then, the particle trajectories
are modeled in each timestep as they move through time. Within each timestep, the intermolecular collisions and surface interactions are probabalistically modeled. In a simulation
cell, the probability of a collision for a simulated particle is [34]:

P = FN (

σT cr ∆t
)
Vc

(2.23)

In highly dense flows where there are a large amount of macroparticles present, calculating this probability becomes extremely demanding and inefficient. As such, the NTC
method was developed to determine the amount of macroparticle pairs to check within each
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timestep for the probability of collisions, defined as:

Nmax =

N N FN (σT cr )max ∆t
2Vc

(2.24)

For each pair, the probability of collisions is then:

P =

σt cr
(σT cr )max

(2.25)

This value is then compared to a random number, R, and if P > R, a collision occurs.
From these collisions, the velocity of each particle after the collision is as follows:

c⋆1 = cm +

m1
c⋆r
m1 + m2

(2.26)

c⋆2 = cm −

m1
c⋆
m1 + m2 r

(2.27)

The deflection angle of the particle can the be calculated:

cos θ = 2R1 − 1

(2.28)

From these interactions, the flow properties are sampled which leads to the output of
the variables of interest (in this case, drag and heating acting on the body). Within the
DSMC simulation, drag forces acting on a body is calculated by summing the change in
momentum of each particle interacting on the surface over each simulation particle:
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∑

#particles

D=−

n=1

m∆V fnum
∆t

(2.29)

From this, the drag coefficient can be calculated:

Cd =

2D
ρAV 2

(2.30)

Heat flux acting on the object is determined as the sum of kinetic, rotational and
vibrational energies due to the motion of the particle:

1
Ek = m(V22 − V11 )
2

(2.31)

Er = Er2 − Er1

(2.32)

Ev = Ev2 − Ev1

(2.33)

Q̇ = Ek + Ev + Er

(2.34)

This process is repeated for the set amount of timesteps before the simulation terminates, shown in Figure 2.7.
The DSMC package used in this study is the Stochastic PArallel Rarefied-gas Timeaccurate Analyzer (SPARTA), an open source DSMC code developed by Sandia National
Laboratories. SPARTA benefits from being highly adaptable and efficient with options to add
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Figure 2.7: DSMC Simulation Process
on to existing features within the code with the efficiency of C++. While it is designed to be
able to be used in either traditional desktop computers or parallel computing environments,
the handling of parallel communication is generally more efficient. The modular design of
the package as well as ease of use makes SPARTA [15] a popular open-source choice that is
akin to NASA’s internal DSMC software, DAC [37]; however, even with the high-efficiency
of SPARTA, the biggest drawback with DSMC remains the computational demand needed
to produce high fidelity results, as completing a large amount of simulations needed for
probablistic re-entry characterizations in a practical timeframe near impossible [15].
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Methodology
For this project, different sets of neural networks are created, each for the following case
studies:

• Determining the ability of a neural network to learn and reproduce a closed form
heating distribution on a sphere.
• Implementing DSMC data into a neural network to reproduce heating distributions on
shape primitives in flow with no attitude variations in the 2-4km/s velocity range.
• Repeating the above study for the 6-8km/s velocity range.
• Demonstrate the feasibility of modeling heating distributions on shapes of different
sizes.
• Demonstrate the feasibility of modeling heating distributions on a cube with varying
orientations (subject of future work).

3.1

Geometries and 3D Meshing

The studies for head-on flow focsues on three shape primitives: a sphere, a cube, and a
cylinder. The cylinder has two different flow cases: one with the flow facing the circular face
and the other with the flow facing the rounded face, shown in Figure 3.1. Since the Knudsen
27
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Number is a ratio of the distance between molecules in the flow and the characteristic length
of the object, the characteristic length of each shape except the cube is one for the sake of
simplicity. For this study, the cube has a characteristic length of two in order to validate the
scaling model for a side length of one. The Knudsen Number for the cube was then scaled
appropriately to make direct comparison to each shape appropriate.
Part of ensuring that accurate flow phenomena is captured for each geometry in DSMC
is ensuring that the 3D object created for the simulation is properly meshed. For all of
computational fluid dynamics, proper object meshing is imperative to capture important
features of interest during the simulation. As such, unstructured meshing, where mesh
elements are not indexed and placed systematically, is generally better for CFD/DSMC
simulations [42]. With unstructured meshes, the elements are usually triangular as compared
to quadrilaterals for structured meshes since the detail of element placing is usually more
flexible with triangular elements.
For structured meshes, problems can occur at the vertices of each element causing
skewed or inaccurate results. For unstructured meshes, greater control of mesh sizing can
be employed allowing for a better mesh defined by the user; however, there is a trade-off
that must be reached: The mesh resolution must be high enough that the geometry and
any important features are accurately captured, but must not be so detailed that it overcomplicates the deep neural network. Since each mesh element is an independent output of
the neural network, increasing the amount of mesh elements would exponentially increase
the amount connections between nodes which would eventually make the model intractable.
Furthermore, it is important to note that once an object mesh is created, the mesh cannot change as this would require the deep learning model to be retrained. To extend the
concept to shape primitives of different sizes, a mesh scaling technique can be adopted as
demonstrated in the results section.
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Figure 3.1: Flow Directions for Shape Primitives
In this project, Gmsh, an open-source, finite-element mesh/solver is used [46]. Gmsh
allows for different types of meshing algorithms under structured, unstructured, and hybrid
meshes to best suit the needs of the developer and the geometry. As mentioned above,
unstructured meshes are preferable for CFD/DSMC simulations and Gmsh provides modules
that allow for versatile creation of unstructured meshes including a module that allows a
developer to manually place mesh points for their geometry. For all shapes in the study,
a Blossom-Quad algorithm is used [47]. Table 3.1 shows the amount of mesh elements
(corresponding directly to the size of the output layer of the Neural Network) generated by
Gmsh.

3.2

Simulation Database

The ultimate goal of deep learning is to produce a model that given a set of inputs, is able to
generate an output with the same level of accuracy as the data it was trained on. To this end,
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Table 3.1: Shape Primitive Composition (%)
Shape
# Elements
Sphere
3196
Cube
3456
Cylinder
3954

the data provided to the deep learning model for training must be wholly representative of
the phenomena at hand. In this case of atmospheric re-entry, this data must reflect a diverse
set of atmospheric flow conditions corresponding to their respective heating distributions.
More specifically, the dataset should completely span both the transition regime and covers
typical re-entry speeds and freestream conditions seen in the altitudes corresponding to
transition flow. For this study, the three flow conditions chosen to characterize the flow
were the Knudsen Number, freestream temperature, and freestream velocity. First, a neural
network was developed to test the ability of deep learning to accurately learn and reproduce
a closed form solution for a sphere in the continuum regime. The stagnation point equation
used is Eq. 2.15 and the function used to map the distribution is Eq. 2.17 The range of
input values to be used in the neural network is:

Kn ∈ {0.0005, 0.05}
T ∈ {500, 2000} K
V ∈ {2, 8} km/s

With these ranges, 75 training and 50 validation flow cases were generated via Latin hypercube sampling which aims to statistically generate a perfectly near-random sample given
a number of dimensions and the minimum and maximum values that each dimension can
30
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take [43]. This sampling methodology is typically used to generate samples for monte-carlo
simulations as this has been shown to reduce computational effort converge on a solution
[44]. In a two dimensional input space, the sampling algorithm is based on the Latin square
design which aims to generate a sample in each row and column of a used defined space.
In three dimensions and above, the Latin square becomes a Latin hypercube. Using this
sampling methodology to generate flow cases ensures that each case not only has practically
identical weighting to one another and that no flow cases are favored in training or that no
additional biases are introduced, but also that the entire input space is adequately represented. Figure 3.2 shows the distribution of training and validation input samples as well as
an example of a Latin Hypercube Sample.

Figure 3.2: Feasibility Study Input Distribution

Once the feasibility of using neural networks to learn a closed form solution is demonstrated, a similar approach was taken to implement DSMC data into the neural network.
To determine suitable values for the Knudsen Number, a range of altitudes that spans the
transition regime is determined:

Alt ∈ {85, 120} km
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It is within this altitude range that density and temperature can be extracted from

NASA’s MSIS-E-90 model to determine the mean free path of the molecules in the atmosphere, and subsequently, the Knudsen Number at a given altitude [45]. The range of
Knudsen Number, temperature, and velocity determined for the flow condition dataset are
as follows:

Kn ∈ {0.01, 1}
T ∈ {200, 2000} K
V ∈ {2, 4} km/s

For each shape primitive, the same randomly generated flow conditions (100 for training
and 25 for validation) were used to initialize the DSMC simulations. It is important to note
that these ranges were used to generate samples for an initial study as a new sample was
generated to include velocity ranges more similar to those seen in atmospheric re-entry
(including orbital speeds). As such, the new ranges for that dataset are as follows:

Kn ∈ {0.01, 1}
T ∈ {200, 2000} K
V ∈ {6, 8} km/s

Since re-entering objects do not keep a constant orientation, models must be developed
to account for the tumbling of a re-entering spacecraft or space debris. In this study, neural
networks to model the tumbling motion of a cube are created for demonstration purposes.
Due to the attitude dependence of a cube, the dimensions for the training samples increases
from three to six, to include the Euler angles of roll, pitch, and yaw.
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γ ∈ {−180, 180}◦
β ∈ {−90, 90}◦
α ∈ {−180, 180}◦

As was accomplished above, a similar Latin hypercube sample was generated to obtain
a random distribution of values for object attitude. Due to the increased complexity of
including the object orientation in the models (a three dimensional input space now becomes
a six dimensional input space), it is expected that more samples are needed for training
in order to adequately learn the input-output relationships. As such, 200 samples were
generated for training. Similar to previous datasets, the models are validated on 25 samples.
Finally to account for objects of different sizes, the neural network created for the
cube is validated on the cube geometry whose side length is halved. This is accomplished
by randomly choosing a validation case, doubling the Knudsen Number, and comparing the
evaluation against the DSMC simulation for the smaller cube. The flow case chosen is:

Kn = 0.32
T = 1544.87 K
V = 3.18 km/s

3.3

Data Processing

To first improve machine learning performance, input and output normalization is imperative
for increased learning and faster convergence. For the input data, the data was min/max
normalized, defined as:
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z=

x − min(X)
max(X) − min(X)

(3.1)

For the output data, the values were standard normalized, defined as:

z=

x−µ
σ

(3.2)

To further improve performance on the neural networks, each shape had models that
corresponded to each of the faces of the 3D geometry. For the cube, a model was trained for
each of the six faces. For the cylinder, a model was trained for each of the top and bottom
faces as well as one for the curved surface. This is done to reduce and control the output
layer size and to reduce the model complexity, and improve accuracy. For the sphere in the
new 6-8km/s dataset, the geometry was split into their quadrants.

3.4
3.4.1

Machine Learning
Gaussian Process Regression Modeling

The aim of GPR is to create a distribution of potential functions that fit the given dataset
according to a Gaussian Normal Distribution. The function that has the highest likelihood
of fitting the data (maximum likelihood estimation) is then chosen as the representative
model [48]. For Python, the scikit-learn library offers a premade Gaussian process regressor
with modular functions to include different kernels and noise estimation tools which can automatically output standard deviation bounds, which is useful for uncertainty quantification
[49]. Here, the inherently non-parametric approach only requires the definition of a kernel
function. For this study, the Matern covariance function (kernel) is used as it generally
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provides a better approximation of nonlinear functions with the appropriate definition of
the smoothness parameter, ν [50]. The matern kernel is defined as
√
√
1
2ν
2ν
ν
k(xi , xj ) =
(
d(xi , xj ) (
d(xi , xj ))
ν−1
Γ(ν)2
l
l

(3.3)

Where ν = 1.5, indicating a once-differentiable function.
To estimate the noise for the model, a further White Kernel was added, where the noise
is estimated according to an independent and identically normally-distributed function [51].
The White Kernel is defined as:

k(xi , xj ) = noise level if xi = xj else 0

(3.4)

The noise level parameter equals the variance of this noise.

3.4.2

Artifical Neural Networks

Deep Learning has become a very popular tool for approximating input-output relationships
for highly complex systems. Deep Learning primarily makes use of different neural network
architectures to learn and predict complex functions. Ultimately, the goal of any supervised
learning problem is to train on a set of given inputs and outputs, and formulate a functional
relationship that generalizes well enough so that given a new set of inputs, the model is able
to generate an accurate prediction. In this study, a fully-connected neural network is used
to model a full heating distribution over the primitive surface.
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Hyperparameter Optimization

A key challenge for deep learning is the identification of the optimal set of network architectures and hyperparameters due to the large amount of controllable parameters in a neural
network. Due to the simplicity of the closed-form function used for the initial feasibility
study, a simple model was created where the architecture was manually defined; however,
in DSMC simulations, statistical noise is introduced due to the stochastic processes used to
solve the particle flow and motion, which increases the complexity of the data to be modeled.
For this reason, manually creating a suitable architecture is quite difficult. A solution to
this is based in NAS and hyperparameters optimization algorithms. In recent years, various
NAS libraries (AutoKeras [53], Keras Tuner[55], AutoML[52] ,etc.) have been developed that
provide an easy-to-use tool for identifying the optimal set of hyperparameters for a given
dataset.
Within NAS, there are three components: the search space, the search algorithm, and
the performance estimation strategy [38]. The search space determines which designs can
theoretically be represented. Prior knowledge of typical attributes of well-suited architectures
can be used to limit the size of the search space and simplify the search. This, however,
introduces a human bias which may limit the discovery of unique architectural building blocks
that go beyond human expertise. The search strategy explains how to go about exploring the
search space (which is often exponentially large or even unbounded). It contains the basic
exploration-exploitation trade-off in which it is desirable to locate well-performing designs
quickly while avoiding early convergence to a region of inferior structures. The goal of NAS
is usually to find designs that can perform well on data that hasn’t been seen before. The
easiest way is to train and validate the architecture on data, however this is computationally
expensive and restricts the number of architectures that may be investigated. As a result,
recent research has focused on devising strategies for lowering the cost of these performance
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estimates (performance estimation strategy). Figure 3.3 shows how these components work
with each other during the search process.

Figure 3.3: Neural Architecture Search Process
There are many search algorithms used for NAS libraries, but two popular ones (also
used for this study) are Bayesian Optimization [39] and Hyperband [40]. The Bayesian optimization algorithm is popular compared to others because it takes a more elegant approach
to converging on the best deep learning model parameters [39]. Specifically, Bayesian Optimization leverages results from previous search trials to determine better parameters (prior
information) for future trials. First, an evaluation period is initialized where hyperparameters are randomly sampled for a specified amount of training trials. After the initial trial,
the algorithm converges on the best hyperparameters based on a Bayesian algorithm. This
generally will make more efficient use of time as other methods (random or grid search)
are more ”brute force” methods that do not account for past trials; making convergence
in a practical amount of trials less likely. Conversely, this algorithm is sometimes prone
to exploding gradients which may cause the algorithm to crash and not function properly.
Such an issue is still an active bug in Keras Tuner that is undergoing investigation [41]. In
the case that these trials experience the exploding gradients issue, Hyperband is a suitable
alternative.
Hyperband is a novel technique that conducts the search in a championship bracket
style where potentially suitable models compete against one another until the best model
remains [40]. First, a large number of models with randomly-sampled hyperparameters are
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created and trained on a small amount of epochs for the ”first round”. Then, for subsequent
rounds, a user-defined percentage of the best performing models are collected and trained
for more epochs. The process repeats until a lone model remains as the best performing
architecture. Hyperband generally excels at providing models that perform similarly to the
Bayesian optimization algorithm that converge much quicker; however, due to the inherent
process in which the Hyperband optimizer tunes the hyperparameters, architectures that
may require a large amount of epochs to converge to an optimal solution may not be found
since initial models are trained for such a small time. Furthermore, the effectiveness of
this algorithm can be increased by expanding the amount of maximum epochs to train the
model, as well as amount of trial iterations; however, this generally corresponds to a scaling
of computational resources that may become impractical.
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Chapter 4
Results

4.1

Initial Feasibility Study

Shown in Figure 4.1 are the training and validation results for the initial case study where
the neural network is trained to reproduce the Sutton-Graves heat flux equation found in Eq.
2.15. The models show extremely good agreement with the analytical data, boasting an R2
that is extremely close to and rounds to 1 (nearly all of the variance in the data captured by
the model). A high R2 value is to be expected due to the fact that the analytical formulation
is noise-free and that there is no expected noise when creating the training and validation
data.
To better quantify this performance, Figure 4.2 shows the mean percentage error for
each sample in both the validation and training datasets. The errors shown are extremely
low, as the model can evaluate both training and validation inputs within 0.6% error for
the entire distribution for values over Q = 100 mw2 . This threshold is set because minute
differences in absolute error may significantly increase the percentage error in a misleading
way. The values under this threshold are so low that they are nowhere near critical heating
values for re-entering space debris.
Furthermore, the heating distributions are shown Figure 4.3 and 4.4 to demonstrate the
ability of the neural network to accurately map the full heating distribution on the sphere.
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The deep learning model is able to capture the stagnation point heating on the center as
well as the symmetrical and uniform distribution of heating on the entire surface.

Figure 4.1: Sphere Heating Distribution

Figure 4.2: Sphere Error

Figure 4.3: Sphere Low Heating Case
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Figure 4.4: Sphere High Heating Case

4.2

Drag Coefficient - 2-4km/s Velocity Range

The results of the Drag Coefficient predictions from the Gaussian Process Regression Model
is shown in Figure 4.5. As expected, the training data performs extremely well with very
low uncertainty bounds; however, much of the same can be said for the validation data as
well. Here, a good replication of DSMC data is seen for all shapes as the mean error for each
primitive is under 1%. The uncertainty bounds are larger compared to the training data due
to the location of the validation inputs within the input space compared to the training inputs. Cases where predictions have higher uncertainty bounds generally correspond to input
values that lie close to one of the training inputs, whereas predictions with low uncertainties
indicate that the inputs for that specific case lie very close or directly coincide with one
of the training inputs. Nonetheless, Gaussian Process Regression Modeling offers a good
prediction tool for drag coefficients in re-entry flow. A table summarizing the performance
of the GPR is shown in Table 4.1.
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Table 4.1: Drag Coefficient Errors (%)
Shape
Training Validation
Sphere
0.001%
0.75%
Cube
0.002%
0.19%
Cyl. Side Face
0.002%
0.26%
Cyl. Ram Face
0.002%
0.39%

Figure 4.5: Drag Coefficient Results for Each Shape
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Drag Coefficient - 6-8km/s Velocity Range

The Gaussian Process Model performance on the new dataset is summarized in Table 4.2
and shown in Figure 4.6. Similarly to the lower velocity range study, the models perform
extremely well on the training dataset and with low uncertainties. On the validation dataset,
the performance is similar to that seen in the previous section, with all models predicting
within 0.5% error with similar uncertainty bounds.
Table 4.2: Drag Coefficient Errors (%)
Shape
Training Validation
Sphere
0.002%
0.22%
Cube
0.008%
0.26%
Cyl. Side Face
0.003%
0.40%
Cyl. Ram Face
0.23%
0.009%

4.4

Heating Distributions - 2-4km/s Velocity Range

For the full heating distributions, much of the same can be seen as compared to the drag
coefficient. For all shapes, the deep learning models offer a good replication of DSMC data
in both training and validation data, shown in Figures 4.7, 4.13, 4.17, and 4.21. In each
figure, the models trained for each face are combined into the same figure to show the
overall performance. For the sphere and the cube specifically, there is very little over- or
underfitting to speak of, as most of the deep learning predictions coinciding nearly perfectly
with the DSMC data. With the cylinder cases, the side face validation indicates there is
some overprediction at higher heating values due to a bias to lower Knudsen Number cases;
however, the training data shows a good replication of DSMC results. For the ram face,
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Figure 4.6: Drag Coefficient Results for Each Shape
there seems to be a less tight fit around the 45 degree line than in previous cases; however,
the model still performs well nonetheless with all R2 exceeding 0.995 (indicating that over
99.5% of variance is captured in the model).
To quantify the error associated with each distribution, the mean percentage error
is shown in Figures 4.8, 4.14, 4.18, and 4.22. For each shape, the mean error for each
distribution does not exceed 3%. This is higher than the initial feasibility study due to
the introduction of statistical noise in the DSMC simulations. Regardless, the models still
perform well and are able to make reasonable predictions for each flow case. The errors and
associated R2 scores are shown below in Tables 4.3 and 4.4
The visualizations for the low and high heating cases predicted by deep learning as
well as the difference between the visualizations is shown in Figures 4.9, 4.11, 4.15, 4.16,
4.19, 4.20, 4.23, and 4.24. For the sphere, a comparison is shown between the deep learning
44
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Table 4.3: Neural Network Training Performance - 2-4km/s Velocity Range
Shape
% Error
R2
Sphere
2.92% 0.9987
Cube
1.06% 0.9997
Cyl. Side Face
1.77% 0.9985
Cyl. Ram Face
1.47% 0.9996

Table 4.4: Neural Network Validation Performance - 2-4km/s Velocity Range
Shape
% Error
R2
Sphere
2.94% 0.9987
Cube
1.58% 0.9996
Cyl. Side Face
2.29% 0.9954
Cyl. Ram Face
1.73% 0.9996

model and the transition regime bridging function is shown in Figures 4.10 and 4.12. The
transition regime model used is found in Eq. 2.16 with the free-molecular and continuum
regime contributions coming from Eq. 2.9 and 2.14, respectively. Here, it can be seen that
analytical solutions for the whole distribution is modeled as a function of the stagnation
point heat flux as shown in previous sections. Furthermore, it is assumed that regardless of
flow regime, the distribution would be identically mapped across the entire object; however,
this is seen to not be true. It is evident that for higher Knudsen Number flows, the highest
heating is much more distributed over the face exposed to the flow. For the high heating
case, the heating is much more concentrated in the center, which indicates that as Knudsen
Number decreases, the stagnation point heat flux increases exponentially compared to the
remainder of the distribution. For the cube and cylinder, the most important feature to be
captured that has largely been impossible to model as of date is the areas of higher heating
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around edges and corners due to flow expansion around these edges. For these three shapes,
the deep learning model is able to capture this phenomena quite well. Similarly to the
sphere, the model is able to predict more evenly distributed values of high heating at the
higher Knudsen Number cases and more concentrated points of heat flux at lower Knudsen
Numbers. In terms of the difference between the numerical and deep learning models, the
difference is largely caused by stochastic noise in the models. Predictably, higher absolute
differences are seen in areas of higher heating; but the percentage error is still small.

Figure 4.7: Sphere Heating Distribution

Figure 4.8: Sphere Error
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Figure 4.9: Sphere Low Heating Case

Figure 4.10: Sphere Bridging Function Comparison - Low Heating Case
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Figure 4.11: Sphere High Heating Case

Figure 4.12: Sphere Bridging Function Comparison - High Heating Case
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Figure 4.13: Cube Heating Distribution

Figure 4.14: Cube Error
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Figure 4.15: Cube Low Heating Case
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Figure 4.16: Cube High Heating Case

Figure 4.17: Cylinder Side Face Heating Distribution
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Figure 4.18: Cylinder Side Face Error

Figure 4.19: Cylinder Side Face Low Heating Case
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Figure 4.20: Cylinder Side Face High Heating Case

Figure 4.21: Cylinder Ram Face Heating Distribution
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Figure 4.22: Cylinder Ram Face Error

Figure 4.23: Cylinder Ram Face Low Heating Case
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Figure 4.24: Cylinder Ram Face High Heating Case
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Heating Distributions - 6-8km/s Velocity Range

Similar performance can be seen with the datasets where the velocity ranges are increased to
those seen in re-entry and orbital speeds. Like the last section, the R2 scores all exceed 0.995,
with the mean errors all falling within 3.5%. These results are summarized in Tables 4.5
and 4.6. A slightly greater variance can be seen in the predictions, which can be attributed
to higher noise seen in the simulations due to the increased velocity of particles modeled.
The model performance, along with the associated errors and visualizations can be seen in
Figures 4.25 through 4.42
Table 4.5: Neural Network Training Performance - 6-8km/s Velocity Range
Shape
% Error
R2
Sphere
3.22% 0.9958
Cube
1.73% 0.9995
Cyl. Side Face
3.23% 0.9977
Cyl. Ram Face
2.83% 0.9983

Table 4.6: Neural Network Validation Performance - 6-8km/s Velocity Range
Shape
% Error
R2
Sphere
3.34% 0.9958
Cube
1.87% 0.9986
Cyl. Side Face
3.38% 0.9970
Cyl. Ram Face
2.83% 0.9982
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Figure 4.25: Sphere Heating Distribution

Figure 4.26: Sphere Error
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Figure 4.27: Sphere Low Heating Case

Figure 4.28: Sphere Bridging Function Comparison - Low Heating Case
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Figure 4.29: Sphere High Heating Case

Figure 4.30: Sphere Bridging Function Comparison - High Heating Case
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Figure 4.31: Cube Heating Distribution

Figure 4.32: Cube Error
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Figure 4.33: Cube Low Heating Case
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Figure 4.34: Cube Low Heating Case

Figure 4.35: Cylinder Side Face Heating Distribution
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Figure 4.36: Cylinder Side Face Error

Figure 4.37: Cylinder Side Face Low Heating Case
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Figure 4.38: Cylinder Side Face High Heating Case

Figure 4.39: Cylinder Ram Face Heating Distribution
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Figure 4.40: Cylinder Ram Face Error

Figure 4.41: Cylinder Ram Face Low Heating Case
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Figure 4.42: Cylinder Ram Face High Heating Case
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4.6

Scaling Demonstration

As previously stated, once the object is meshed, the distribution of mesh elements must not
change. To allow the model to make valid predictions for objects of different characteristic
lengths, the mesh can be scaled as long as the input Knudsen Number is scaled appropriately
as well. Shown in Figure 4.43 is a demonstration of this ability, where the characteristic
length is halved from its original value to one. The deep learning model, like the original
cube validation cases, is still able to detect the areas of concentrated heating due to flow
expansion. For the overall distribution, the model is able to replicate the DSMC data
reasonably well. At lower, non-critical points of heating, there is slight over-prediction.
Conversely, at higher values, there is slight underprediction, but the model still produces
reasonable results.

Figure 4.43: Scaling Heating
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Figure 4.44: Scaling Heating Distribution

4.7

Tumbling Object Demonstration

Since objects in uncontrolled re-entry are usually tumbling or subject to attitude variations,
a neural network was created to demonstrate the feasibility of modeling attitude variations.
As seen in Figure 4.45, the performance of the model is reasonable, offering R2 scores of over
0.98 for training and validation; however, when looking at the mean percentage error, the
training dataset shows a decent percentage error with 6.82%; however, the validation error
is considerably higher with 14.99%. The results are summarized below in Table 4.7.
Table 4.7: Neural Network Performance - Attitude Variations
% Error
Training
6.82%
Validation 14.99%

R2
0.9904
0.9835

When visualizing the performance in Figures 4.47, 4.48, 4.49, and 4.50, it becomes
apparent where the model excels and where it underperforms. It can be seen that cases with
little attitude variations perform significantly better than those with high attitude variations.
The underperformance may be attributed to the lack of adequate training samples to fully
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map the underlying function to include attitude variations. In the future, it is suggested
that more simulations are completed to more adequately capture the entire input space.

Figure 4.45: Cube Heating

Figure 4.46: Cube Attitude Error
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Figure 4.47: Best Training Case

Figure 4.48: Worst Training Case

Figure 4.49: Best Validation Case
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Figure 4.50: Worst Validation Case
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Chapter 5
Summary, Conclusions, and Suggested
Future Work
The threat of polluting the area in LEO is significantly increased as the amount of objects
in space is expected to dramatically rise over the next decade. With the increase of space
assets, greater stress is placed on compliance of NASA predetermined policy that satellites
and other spacecraft should re-enter Earth’s atmosphere within 25 years of the end of its
mission. As spacecraft or orbital debris re-enter Earth’s atmosphere, risk assessment becomes
the ultimate priority as to not cause any ground casualty. While fragments of spacecraft
or other debris will demise due to the high heating experienced in the re-entry process,
components that survive will hold significant amounts of kinetic energy as it impacts the
ground which can cause serious damage to buildings and other assets.
To date, the most popular tool for re-entry risk assessment is object-oriented codes,
where space debris and surviving spacecraft components are modeled as shape primitives.
Analytical formulations are then used to conduct an aerothermodynamic analysis to determine if any fragments survive and where they may land. Object oriented tools are relatively
inexpensive computationally, but do not offer the ability to model full spacecraft and are
generally lower-fidelity compared to other tools. Furthermore, closed-form analytical formulations only exist for the free-molecular and continuum flow regimes for finite nose radius
objects. For other shapes and the transition flow regime, bridging functions and shape fac72
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tors are used. Spacecraft oriented tools offer the ability to model the whole spacecraft as a
composition of shape primitives. Here, the entire re-entry sequence can be modeled from initial entry into Earth’s atmosphere to the breakup event and subsequent ground risk. While
this is higher-fidelity, the computational cost also increases significantly. Numerical methods
such as CFD (continuum flow regime) or DSMC (transition and free-molecular flow regime)
offer the highest fidelity of all modeling tools, but also come at a significant computational
expense. To create a tool that matches the fidelity of numerical methods but has the same
level of computational demand as analytical models, machine learning is employed.
The feasibility of using machine learning to replicating full, high-fidelity heating distributions and drag coefficients on shape primitives in re-entry flow has been demonstrated.
Using Gaussian Process Regression Modeling, the drag coefficient is accurately modeled,
with a mean error across all shape primitives of under 1%. For the full heating distribution,
fully-connected neural networks are able to detect features such as concentrated values of
high heating at the edges and corners for non-convex objects such as a cube and cylinder.
For all shapes, there is a very good replication of DSMC data, thus demonstrating the ability of deep learning to replicate high-fidelity data in a fraction of a second. To extend the
concept to shape primitives of all sizes and at different orientations, a scaling and attitude
demonstration is shown. Future studies to further advance the development presented in
this project include:

• Complete a sufficient amount of simulations to accurately capture attitude variations
• Implement pixelator from Computer Graphics for Space Debris [56]
• Uncertainty quantification for predictions
• Eventually extend concept to hollow shape primitives
73
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• Complete CFD Simulations for Continuum Flow Regime
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